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Rodio + MarketSource 
Building a Communications Hub for Thousands of Dispersed Employees 

“We are seeing higher engagement levels and positive performance  
results by employing a better way to communicate with our teams.” 

“We have been using Rodio for half a year—and since going live, reps, managers, 
HQ support teams and clients are all in constant dialogue. The early returns are in, 
and MarketSource is seeing higher engagement levels and positive performance 
results by employing a newer and better way to communicate with their teams.” 
—Stephen Wilson, Executive Director, Solution Practice – Retail, MarketSource, Inc. 

MarketSource, a company offering a proven alternative to traditional sales outsourcing for B2B and retail 
channels, was on a mission to optimize its dispersed workforce. With thousands of employees scattered 
across the country, they knew it would be no easy task. Considering their team’s changing demographics 
and high number of part-timers, MarketSource needed a technology solution to support the workforce of 
the future. The search was on for a mobile, easy-to-use platform that would drive employee engagement 
and improve the client experience.   

What they needed was a hub for employee communications. 

With thousands of reps—employees who serve as the face of client brands in retail stores—and managers 
distributed across the country, MarketSource was focused on finding tools to simplify their teams’ jobs. 
They wanted to streamline communication, drive engagement and allow workers to quickly view their 
schedules and check in and out of stores. Because Millennials and Generation Z represent the majority of 
their workforce, MarketSource knew email was out. They were on the hunt for a simple social and 
communications platform their teams would enjoy using. 

That’s when they discovered Rodio. 

One of MarketSource's largest accounts, a company with thousands of reps, was experiencing 
phenomenal results with a new product from Phobio: Rodio. An easy-to-use communications platform for 
dispersed teams working variable hours, Rodio appeared to be the perfect solution for MarketSource. Not 
only does Rodio serve as a hub where organizations can integrate all communications in one place; the 
platform also offers a key feature that immediately stood out to MarketSource: the ability to conduct 
simple surveys. This would allow MarketSource to quickly poll thousands of reps, determine if they 
understood their assignments instructions, provide real-time feedback on a brand or simply engage in 
two-way communication to provide guidance. MarketSource was sold. Rodio was the obvious solution. 

But we didn’t stop there. 
We went on to create an all-encompassing solution 

with Rodio at the core. 

When MarketSource first met Phobio, they were in the midst of a “Workforce Optimization” initiative. 
Striving to optimize utilization and engagement among thousands of employees, the company had spent 
months exploring different workforce management platforms. As MarketSource brainstormed with the 
Phobio team, they came up with a brilliant idea. Why not utilize the social network as the gateway for 
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integration? Once they incorporated Rodio and streamlined communications, everything else would fall 
into place. Then, MarketSource could roll out additional operational capabilities within the open API Rodio 
platform. In other words, this unique approach, with Rodio as the hub, was a creative solution to 
MarketSource’s problem. 
  
“Phobio’s flexibility and agility allowed MarketSource to create a social network at the core of the solution 
– a place where reps could communicate, collaborate and engage – in addition to serving as a gateway to 
the other integrated technologies,” explains Wilson. 
  

Employee adoption was a walk in the park. 
  

When MarketSource employees were introduced to Rodio, they quickly embraced the new platform. They 
first used Rodio as a communications tool and then were introduced to new capabilities as these features 
became available. Wilson says this process increased adoption and employee satisfaction, as other 
integrated technologies were rolled out to form a unified digital experience. Today, Rodio is the hub where 
MarketSource reps engage, communicate and complete all their work-related tasks—all through a single 
unified mobile platform. 
  

Less than a year later, MarketSource is enjoying increased employee 
engagement and improved performance. All thanks to Rodio. 

  
For MarketSource employees, Rodio is an amazing solution. This easy-to-use social communication and 
engagement tool is constantly evolving with additional features. It’s a hub where employees can 
communicate with their teams, check in and check out of their stores, find the best route on the road, and 
capture critical data in stores they visit. To top it off, Rodio is helping MarketSource to slash inefficiencies, 
boost productivity, reduce liability and increase employee retention. 
  
“MarketSource has taken a workforce of teams spread across the country and connected them to each 
other, to the brands they represent and to MarketSource,” says Wilson. It all adds up to higher employee 
engagement levels, increased production and positive performance results.  
 
 
 
 
 
For more information, or to schedule a demo, visit: https://www.phobio.com/rodio  
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